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Comes with User Rights Craigslist Outsourcing Secrets will show you how to outsource correctly, by

hiring the right employees. There are tons of people you "could" hire, but to be truthful, a lot of them aren't

the ones you want to hire. In fact, a lot of them will just waste your time. Think about it, if you are running

your whole business, it can only grow so much. By hiring or duplicating yourself, you can expand and

grow your business.The positives are, you can focus on the core activities, such as running your

business, and give the tedious tasks to your freelancers.If done correctly, you will have savings and

reduce overheads.This step by step, 7 part video series, takes you by the hand and shows you how to

correctly outsource your business tasks and hire the right employees, that will help grow your business.

Here's a list of this 7 part video series in more detail Video #1: Introduction, What you need and how it

works In this video, you will be given an overview of this 7 part video series, so you know what to expect.

We'll also tell you what tools you will need and what you need to understand (concept wise), and how it all

works. I'm a big believer in doing this first, so you know what to expect and how all the pieces of this

outsourcing system, fit together. Video #2: Figuring out your needs The biggest mistake people make, is

jumping in with two feet without knowing what they need to outsource. You see, not all businesses were

made equal, so you need to know what you need to outsource. For example, what takes the most time?

What are the most tedious tasks? It's too easy to think about all these people you could hire to expand

your business, but you need to think about the basics first. That's what you'll tackle in this video. Video

#3: Posting Your Ad to attract the right freelancers One thing is for sure, freelancers are not created the

same, which means different freelancers will have different strengths. Before you post your ad, you will

need to understand the different types of freelancers, whether they are article writers, programmers,

graphic designers, virtual assistants, and more. Some are more technical than others, some will need

more guidance and training, and some will need less. In this video we will discuss the different types of

freelancers. Once you understand this, then you can post your ad to attract the right person. Video #4:

Interviewing Process - (Spotting a good employee out of the bad - Finding the right person) The whole

idea of Video #3 is to weed out some of the freelancers that would not fit your needs. This means the
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people that would not do the best job you are looking for. However, there is still a high chance for those

not so great freelancers, to pass through. So in this video, we will discuss the interviewing process, or

your last line of filtering for the good freelancers. Now you have to learn how to spot a bad freelancer, in

order to find a good one. Luckily you won't make the same mistakes we have. How do you go about the

interviewing process? What should you ask them? All these questions will be answer in this video. Video

#5: Giving them a test project By now you have picked a few candidates that could be potential part time

or full time employees. These candidates should have knocked your socks off, or at least excited you

enough for you to give them a test project. If that's not the case, then try again. It's important to give them

test projects. Keep in mind you need to pay them, but you want to do a few test projects with them first,

so they can earn your trust. This will give you the ability to see whether they are worthy of a position or

not, which could later turn into a full time position. Video #6: Hiring them and Paying them Once you are

giving them projects and tasks to do, how do you pay them? Not everyone in the world can take Paypal.

Sorry, but that's true. However you'll learn about 3 different payment sources that you can use quickly

and easily. And this should cover just about every country. Video #7: Increasing Productivity If you want

good results, or improvement from your freelancers, there are a few tricks left in the bag that you need to

constantly do. I won't reveal them now, but these simple and easy tips can be the difference between an

output that stinks and an output that exceeds your expectations. More on that in this video. The Overnight

Cash Pump program has been produced to show you exactly how you can generate cash rapidly

overnight, literally! Some people start generating cash within a few hours - it depends upon your skills and

knowledge. It doesn't matter whether you are looking to start an online business and need capital to

invest in software and services. It doesn't matter if you just want some extra cash to pay some bills or

treat your family. Whatever your situation, you can use the overnight cash pump. Hundreds of people use

this system every week and earn a great income from it. Some people have built 6 figure incomes from

this source ... and there's nothing stopping you from being one of them! If we're honest, we are all getting

a bit fed up of buying expensive training programs and being promised that we too can earn $112,532.56

in 24 hours if we part with our money. Truthfully, sure these programs work but you won't see that kind of

income for months or even years, if at all. Very, very few people achieve that. And for some people,

making the extra money online is a must - they need the extra cash to keep themselves afloat and a roof

over their head. Let's face facts - unemployment and debt are high and rising all the time at the moment.



Something simple like the Overnight Cash Pump is the answer to your prayers. It's a simple, step by step

system, that anyone can use to create rapid cash. Work this system properly and you could be earning 5

figures a month and build a long term online business with fiercely loyal customers. Whatever your level

of online knowledge, you can use this system to generate cash into your account. Overnight Cash In A

Flash? You will find a lot of people promising you the earth and delivering very little. And you are going to

end up chasing your tail if you keep chasing all these latest and greatest systems. Keep following every

new system I can guarantee you one thing ... you won't make money online. You need to take a system

and stick with it and then you can easily earn online. The Overnight Cash Pump is the system you need.

It is as close to guaranteed cash as you can get online and anyone can build a business from it. Amongst

the many things you learn in this program are ... * What an overnight cash pump is and how easy it is for

you to create one * How you can easily find idea after idea for cash pumps * Simple methods to ensure

that your cash pump makes money * Setting the pump price for maximum profitability - both long and

short term * Ensuring maximum visibility and hence profit for your cash pump * How to turn your cash

pump in to a long term, serious business * And much much more It isn't difficult to create an overnight

cash pump. Literally it will take you a few hours. Obviously it depends on how complex you are planning

on making it, but it's not hard to do. Once you have one in place you can rinse and repeat again ... and

again ... and again ... and again to create as many cash pumps as you want. In fact, I strongly

recommend you keep creating new ones because through that you can create an incredibly successful

business! Can I Really Earn From These Cash Pumps? Yes. Yes you can. The Overnight Cash Pump

program reveals a simple step by step method that anyone can follow. You are shown everything you

need to know to create a cash pump and make it successful. Nothing is left out. In fact, you get many

insider tricks which are not known outside of a small circle of successful cash pump owners. You will be

surprised just how easy it is for you to create these cash pumps. It's not hard to do and when they are in

place you will love seeing the Payment received notifications flooding in to your inbox. Best of all, I'll show

you how to automate your cash pump so you can sit back and relax (or work on creating more). There's a

lot of potential in this program and literally you can build the business you want from it. There are no limits

to the potential earnings from your cash pump when you apply what you learn in this fantastic video

program. Step By Step Guide Reveals Overnight Cash Secrets The Overnight Cash Pump program

reveals in step by step format exactly how to create cash rapidly, even if you have no previous



experience.. By now, you are curious what you will learn in your step by step video course ... m Video 1 -

Introduction 8m 09s * Learn what is in this step by step training program on creating overnight cash

pumps * Understand why this is perhaps the fastest way for you to make money online Video 2 - Cash

Pump Rules 11m 06s * Learn the rules for owning a cash pump in order to ensure it works the best for

you * Stick to these and you could build a 5 figure income from your cash pumps! Video 3 - Cash Pump

Components 6m 20s * What makes a cash pump successful? That question is answered in this video. *

Learn what you need to do in order to maximize the chances of success Video 4 - Creating A Cash Pump

12m 52s * Puzzling what to set your cash pump up about? Then you need this video. * Discover where to

get hundreds of potential cash pump ideas from as easy as pie Video 5 - Setting The Pump Price 14m

24s * Pricing is where many people struggle so this is an important video * Learn how to set the price at

your pump for maximum return on investment * Discover the different pricing strategies and when you

may use them Video 6 - Making The Pump Flow 7m 46s * Learn how to create your very own cash pump,

even if you've never created one before * Discover how easy it can be to tap into hot niches without any

previous experience Let me share with you one of my sample videos (in the quality you will receive them -

notice they are a good size and very easy to see what is going on - not some postage stamp sized grainy

video) Video 7 - Promoting Your Cash Pump 14m 21s * Just setting up a cash pump isn't enough - you

need to promote it and raise awareness of it * Learn simple tips to help get maximum exposure to get

them queueing at your cash pump Video 8 - Delivering The Goods 9m 59s * Discover the best method for

delivering the goods that will improve your reputation and your business * Learn the difference between

the different tools available and which is best for both your pocket and your customers Video 9 - Growing

Your List 5m 36s * Use your cash pump to build the ultimate IM asset - the list and develop a serious long

term business Video 10 - Cash Pump Mistakes 6m 29s * Avoid the common mistakes 95 of marketers

make with their cash pumps * Use this knowledge to make your cash pumps earn more for you Video 11 -

Taking It To The Next Level 20m 18s * Learn how to turn your cash pump into an oil well with long term

strategies for success * Discover how you can refine your cash pump to make it even more profitable
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